
IPRANSW General Meeting
28th July 2022 at SMSP Meeting Rooms

Committee Attending: Mark Larmour, David Worrell, Gary Cook, Ryan Jagger, Trevan Spiteri,
Lachlan McBrien, Kurt Macready, Tim Robson + 18 members present and 5 via zoom

Meeting started at 7:07pm.
Previous minutes recapped, moved by Philip Larmour and Seconded by Peter Hennessy.

President’s Report:
● Congratulations to 3 new dads in the club
● Will be strongly policing the no stickers, no points rule. Noted a shortage of some types

at previous events, will be replenished and no excuses going forward.

Treasurer:
● $38k in account, with $500 grant from MA just accepted and potential for further grants

Secretary:
● Spoke briefly about why we can now use online technologies for club meetings (relating

to temporary allowances during Covid being put into the relevant legislation)
● 5 people had opted to attend remotely, some local but who couldn’t get out to the

meeting, others from regional areas who otherwise could not have attended.

Tyres:
● 3 tenders were considered in the end, others were not able to meet all requirements
● Yokohama has been accepted and will be in place for a further 3 years after this year
● We will continue to run the A050 with the same sizes available

Proposed rule changes:
4 proposals (2 with multiple options) were put forward, as published on the national website.
Each proposal was read and there was discussion from the room / online members before
voting took place.

● NA 3E cars to be eligible for 3J : 21 for and 8 against. Proposal supported.
● Non glass windows (part 1), including rear class: 3 in favour, large majority against.

Proposal not supported.
● Non glass windows (part 2), side only: 3 in favour, large majority against. Proposal not

supported.
● DSG freedoms (transmissions part 1): 19 for, 8 against. Proposal supported.
● Sequential (transmissions part 2): 8 for, 20 against. Proposal not supported.
● 2.5L Weights: 24 for, 4 against. Proposal supported.



Discussion followed about the process of rule changes, with the view of the room being that
there is a lot of room for improvement as the process does not necessarily reflect the view of the
majority of competitors, particularly with the even weighting of state votes compared to the
membership numbers in those clubs. It was proposed that we investigate switching to an online
ballot for all members, all members in the meeting supported. GC to follow up with national
board.

Please do not start modifying your cars until you see the rule printed in the rule book!!!

Sporting:
● Wakefield Park (27th August) is on as the scheduled one dayer for IPRA on Saturday.
● Race receivers will not be required.
● Friday bump in possible, but no race engines can be started.

Invitational class:
● A request from the floor that we enforce a 2 meeting limit on invitational entries,

committee will continue to discuss / approve entries on a per meeting basis keeping that
in mind.

● General discussion followed about the potential for next year, to be investigated.

QLD 2022 Nationals:
● October long weekend, no accommodation left in Warwick
● Will be a standard nationals format, potential for split unders depending on entries.

E Series:
● Very positive in terms of support for the series, numbers good.
● Discussion with Motorsport Australia about potential for making the IPRA series officially

sanctioned next year.
● Always looking for helpers for commentary and race control.

NSW 2023 Nationals:
● Hoping for October long weekend.
● In discussion with Terry from MRA, some preliminary pricing floated to give an idea.
● Will be run under Motorsport Australia permit.
● Some concern about potential cost - need to get into the detail to understand the

economics, opportunities etc
● Committee established - Dan Ridley to lead, Kurt Macready, Dave Worrell, Steven

Engel, David Haines, Craig Elcorn also volunteered.

MRP Calendar 2023
● 5 rounds likely for IP, if Wakefield goes ahead we would expect one dayers
● Question from floor - can we run at Winton. Members present were strongly supportive

on show of hands.

General business
● Extremely strong support for this year’s approach to online coverage, even before noting

how cost effective it has been. The videos are professional and very entertaining. Big
round of applause for all involved, and support to continue into the future.

● Positive comments about the development of our social media channels



● For our final round this year we’re running a special initiative to attract BMW competitors
from around the country. So far we have about 10 that we hope will come from other
states.

● Extensive discussion again about combining grids, some present in favour and others
strong concerns about where it will lead. It was noted that previous member surveys and
votes showed support, and that we’ve had a lot of rounds with smaller than desired
individual grids. It was also noted that every other state has almost no under 2L cars,
and that NSW is the only state with a proper championship and separate grid, hence we
currently have more under 2L cars competing than over 2L cars.

● Is a return to Bathurst a possibility? We hope so, interest has been expressed from the
national group to the relevant promoters, but there is no news yet.

Meeting closed 9:10pm


